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The U.S. Energy Information 
Administration reported that there 
were 5.6 million commercial 
buildings in the U.S. in 2012, 
totaling 87 billion square feet of 
floor space.

We don’t have accurate tallies on 
state owned and city owned 
properties.
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Keeping the Momentum
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Keeping the Momentum



The C02 Challenge for indoor Environments

Continuous 

monitoring, 

continuous 

verification 

of EUI. 
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Verification and Continuous Commissioning

All agree the reduction in planetary CO2 
will improve health for all inhabitants



Verification and Continuous Commissioning

Created to Meet 

a Great Need



Verification and Continuous Commissioning

Created to Dissolve 

the Confusion



CommunicationCritical

Thinking

CreativityCollaboration

Our Global Community Must Evolve 

Problem Solving Develop New IdeasSharing Thoughts, Ideas, 

and Solutions

Operational Feedback



• Extra cost after construction budgets are depleted

• EUI disconnected from systems commissioning

• Short term energy verification – less than 30 days

Current Verification Model



Current Verification Model

OPTIONS A,B,C,or D



• Continued commissioning after the occupants have moved in driven by EUI

• Weather normalization of consumption data

• Uploading and maintenance of a dedicated Energy Star Portfolio Manager

• Quarterly coaching and feedback to design engineers for continuous 

improvement of EUI

• Goal setting for sustainable performance and best EUI

• Comparison of model to actual consumption data

• IPMVP & ASHRAE 14 compliant M&V tacking for ROI projects 

What Is Our Model ,V&CC?



Operating a facility, 
long term, without 
compromise to Indoor 
Environmental Quality 
at the lowest energy 
consumption possible.

Define “Sustainable Performance”



Provide training and 
coaching that clients 
need to operate 
advanced building 
technology

Verification and Continuous Commissioning



• Owners don’t have time to dissect bills and 
interpret weather data 

• Energy modeling has been underutilized 

• M&V is underutilized tool that needed 
automation and simplification

• Most owners without energy coaching do not 
meet efficient performance standards

Verification and Continuous Commissioning



Whatever standard you may have 
designed,  there is a suggested 
return in lower energy.

Verification and Continuous Commissioning



What is the cost of not operating as designed?

• Compromised IAQ

• Compromised IEQ

• Increased costs of maintenance

• Increased cost of energy

• Management focus on facilities and not on core 
business 

Verification and Continuous Commissioning



The Data and Its Correlation are Becoming Enormous



READING THE WAVES



Data the Way We Need to See It



EnergyPrint
Making it simple to Find, Track & Prove savings.



Data-enabled Insights to 
support ongoing V&CC

Building performance metrics for baseline, 
benchmarking and ongoing tracking and reporting.



Data-Driven Conversations

•Find opportunities

•Track improvements

•Prove ROI

Contractors

Connecting
decision-makers

with dataOwners
Facility 

Managers

Property

Managers



Translate complex utility data to 
identify opportunities for 
improvement

Utility data is the single common link for all 
commercial buildings.It is also the most complex.



Benchmarking Utility Data

• Gather

• Enter

• Validate

• Visualize



4 key business questions:

How are my 
buildings 
doing?

Are they getting 
better  or 
worse?

Where are the 
best 

opportunities for 
savings?

Have past 
improvements 

paid off?



HOM

• A case study demonstrating the 
benefits of benchmarking and taking 
action to improve buildings



How are my 
buildings 
doing?



Are buildings 
getting better 
or worse?



Where are 
the best 
opportunities 
for savings?



75F Installation

-RTU Optimization
-Outside Air Economizer Controls
-Smart Thermostat Upgrades

Opportunities

-5 RTU’s not operating properly
-ECI significantly higher than 
peers
-Need advanced scheduling



Have past 
improvements 
paid off?





Nearly $20k in 
5 months… 

<12 month 
investment ROI



HOM

• ENERGY SAVINGS

• 30% overall 



Harvard Property Management Inc.

“Before the Utility Dashboard, no one 
would’ve challenged our energy 
consumption or costs because we didn’t 
have the historic data so easily 
accessible. Now, we can benchmark 
against similar buildings and challenge 
our teams to run buildings better and 
more efficiently.”

-Chris Burrell, Technical Services Director



• Validated utility data

• Replace spreadsheets

• Simplify reporting process

Simplify Energy Analysis





“We can’t control the cost of energy, 
but we can control consumption. 
Benchmarking makes it easy for us to 
find simple and less costly solutions 
to reducing consumption —including 
prioritizing investments across our 
portfolio. Partnering with EnergyPrint
has helped us make better strategic 
financial decisions.”

-Richard de la Hey, Operations 

Support Specialist

Reduce Energy Use





• EnergyPrint provides insights

• Harvard advises clients

• Credible budgeting process

• Prove ROI of reduction initiatives

• Track progress in ENERGY STAR

Strengthen Client Relations



Up from a 42

ENERGY STAR ratings and certification 



Ongoing data feed into design 
standards, certification and 
benchmarking tools.

Ongoing data delivery for your program



Take aways



Impact



Impact



Impact

Visual Auditory

(Aural) Learn best by Hearing

Reading/Writing

Learn best by Reading 

and Writing

Kinesthetic

(Physical) Learn best 

by Moving and Doing



• Why consider Verification & Continuous 
Commissioning?

• Why is it important to understand how your build 
operates?

• Data-driven decisions result in a better building 
environment

• Start collecting data today!

Wrap up
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